Expanded List
AETNA HMO/POS
AETNA PPO
ALL FLORIDA PPO
AV-MED HMO/POS
AMERIGROUP HMO/POS
BC/BS PPO/BLUE OPTIONS/BLUE OUT OF STATE PPO
BEECHSTREET PPO
BEST DOCTORS PPO
CIGNA HMO
CIGNA PPO/EPO
DIKLA PPO
DIMENSION PLUS PPO
ECN PPO
FEDERAL ASSIST PPO
FIRST HEALTH PPO
FLORIDA HEALTH ADMIN. PPO
GLOBAL MEDICAL PPO
GREAT WEST PPO/POS
HUMANA HMO (AUTH REQUIRED)
HUMANA PPO
MARLA MEDICAL PPO
MEDCARE INTL. PPO
MEDICAID
NATIONAL HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS PPO
NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTHPLAN HMO/PPO (AUTH REQUIRED)
OLYMPUS PPO
QUALITY HEALTH MGMT PPO
ROYAL CARIBBEAN
SANUS PPO
SECURE HORIZONS
SOUTHCARE PPO
TRICARE PRIME
UNITED HEALTHCARE HMO
UNITED HEALTHCARE PPO/EPO
USA MEDICAL SVCS. PPO

QUICK VIEW LIST OF MAJOR HMO/PPO’S and MEDICARE/MEDICAID

AETNA HMO/POS/PPO
AV-MED HMO/POS
CIGNA HMO/PPO/EPO
UNITED HEALTHCARE HMO/PPO
MEDICAID
HUMANA*HMO*/PPO
(*HMO* requires an authorization specifically for sending to Dermpath Lab for diagnosis)

As a courtesy, we will bill all commercial insurance policies; however, as required by law, we must balance bill the patient. We cannot accept “insurance only” requests as payment in full.